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big data application and an online algorithm is also designed to adjust data partition and aggregation in a
dynamic manner. in our proposed system, introduced new meta heuristic algorithm to perform the load
balancing. the ant colony optimization algorithm (aco) is a probabilistic heaviside projection based
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can take advantage of the sparsity f. chuang is a graduate student in the dept. of mechanical engineering,
university of california, berkeley, usa fc4321@berkeley f. borrelli is an associate professor in ... 1999: smg: a
new simulation/optimization approach for ... - in this paper, we present a new simulation/optimization
approach to the generation of optimal policies for very large-scale systems. the approach, which we call the
simulation for model generation (smg) algorithm, combines monte carlo simulation with state space
aggregation to empirically create an aggregated sequential privacy-preserving multimedia big data
aggregation in ... - tion sparse components are obtained through solving the optimization problem and linear
equations at the ... multimedia big data aggregation in large-scale wireless sensor networks. acm trans ... on
traffic-aware partition and aggregation in mapreducefor ... - decomposition-based distributed algorithm
is proposed to deal with the large-scale optimization problem for big data application and an online algorithm
is also designed to adjust data partition and aggregation in a dynamic manner. finally, extensive simulation
results demonstrate that our proposals can significantly reduce v118n7a4 a new open-pit mine planning
optimization method ... - solution from large-scale ip models, researchers have resorted to heuristic and
metaheuristic techniques to obtain near-optimal solutions within a reasonable computation time. several
notable heuristic a new open-pit mine planning optimization method using block aggregation and integer
programming by n.l. mai*, e. topal†, and o. erten† 45).2.
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